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TANNINI

SAFE TAN® SG 

GRANULATED PRODUCT, HIGHLY SOLUBLE, 
BASED ON GALLIC TANNINS, GRANULATED,
FOR ENOLOGICAL USE

COMPOSITION

Granulated product, its original matrix is a specific gallic tannin blend.

CHARACTERISTICS

SAFE TAN® SG is a selection of fine hydrolysable gallic-tannins, very reactive.
Its formulation guarantees protection against oxidation starting from the early stages 
of the reception of the grapes. Good clarifying agent, it contributes to the protection of 
the molecules responsible for color and aromas, even in combination with sulphur 
dioxide.
SAFE TAN® SG is strongly recommended in the case of diseased grapes for its extre-
me reactivity to proteins and its ability to consume oxygen. It then becomes a very 
useful product in case of Botrytis cinerea or rottenness acids, both in white and red 
vinification.
It supports the natural action of endogenous grape tannins, enhancing the clarification 
with respect and balance of the organoleptic aspect.
A special granulation treatment makes SAFE TAN® SG readily soluble in water.

 
APPLICATIONS 

SAFE TAN® SG is optimal from the earliest stages of the grape harvest and crushing, 
even in combination with ascorbic acid and sulphur dioxide as protection of the varie-
tal characteristics. It gives support to the redox and microbiological activity of sulfur 
dioxide.
SAFE TAN® SG is especially recommended in case of damaged grapes or attacked by 
fungal parasites degenerative.
SAFE TAN® SG is interesting both on must and wine, for its synergy with common 
cellar practices to protect color. It is also used in the preservation of wines, different 
doses if caused by damaged grapes, in order to contribute to stabilization.
SAFE TAN® SG is used in the treatment of musts, red, rosé and white wines.
With clarifying action, also used in conjunction with gelatins.

When using SAFE TAN® SG comply with the relative legal regulation in 
force.
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TANNINI

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

Carefully dissolve the required amount of SAFE TAN® SG in a ratio of 1:10 of wine or 
water and then add to the wine; do not use metal objects and water rich in limestone.
SAFE TAN® SG is a granulated product, then easily soluble.
In addition to the final product, we recommend analysis of the protein stability in wine, 
in order to avoid tanno-protein precipitates.

DOSAGE

From 2 to 5 g for 1 hL of musts or crushing; in case of compromised or damaged grape 
use higher dosages, up to 10-15 g/hL;
from 1 to 4 g/hL for white wines;
from 2 to 8 g/hL for red wines.

PACKAGING 

5 kg bags.

STORAGE

Keep in a dry, cool place. Reseal opened bag carefully.

HAZARD

Based on the current European regulations the product is classified: not hazardous.
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